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About This Game

Discover a world brimming with humor, interesting characters, and adventure. Interact with overly observant villagers and
egotistical wizards. You'll find yourself in a role more significant than a knight could ever dream of!

Any true hero can call upon trusty companions in their time of need. New strategies can be explored and singular pronouns
laughed at when you bring along a friend! Play through the entire game alone or with a friend, the choice is yours.

Play online with friends anywhere in the world using Parsec!
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Get ready for a tower defense game that takes an uncommon approach to player interaction. Slash goblins with your sword, roll
through waves of enemies, and build towers as fast as you can. Collect coins from fallen foes, but be careful not to get hurt

when maneuvering through the action!

Use nine powerful towers to build a strong defense, each tower more unique than the last. Upgrade your character as you
advance through the story with a plethora of game-enhancing abilities. Anything unlocked in your skill tree will also apply in co-

op mode, so everybody benefits! Unique towers, exciting abilities, and planned future game modes ensures you'll be back for
more.

The whole experience is wrapped up in an unbelievable composition that contains everything from sweat inducing chiptunes to
comedic ambience.

We're aiming to push new updates when possible which will include new content, balance changes, and even player requested
features.

Care will be taken to keep save files intact!

Most importantly, we will be deeply involved in the community and constantly listening to your feedback. Interact with us here
on the Steam community hub!
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Worth Playing-
-I bought it in a Steambundle!-. Awesome game! Really showcases how immersive VR horror can be, a great tease. A dollar
well spent in my opinion, I really want to see more things like this in the future. It relies on atmosphere to scare you, and gosh
there were one or two good jump scares. I'll be showing this to friends to introduce them to VR definitely.. BIG ♥♥♥♥ING
YES. this game good

-plentiful amount of levels, with more to come
-has post-game content in the form of speed challenges
-you can get more than 100% on a level (somehow)
-control two balls, just like in real life

bonus level is bs though 10/10. As someone who has feverishly advocated for this route, it is a dream to finally be playing it.
Even if it essentially only about half of what was expected. Hopefully this will extend to Albany, to give full usefulness to both
the P32 in Amtrak and Metro-North liveries. Also, the fact that no older Shoreliner cab\/coaches are supplied yet. Hopefully,
this will be rectified via free update, or the hopefully eventual extension past Croton-Harmon.

Also, DTG still has yet to produce the more icon pieces on MNCR equipment, which are the M3A's, as well as M2's for the
both the Hudson and New Haven, respectively.

I hope with the debut of the M7A, will hopefully spawn it's near identical sister LIRR EMU counterpart, along with a route for
it as well, as it a major resident in the yet to be fully utilized Penn Station and still more than deserves its spot in the TS20xx
catalog. So this is definitely worth a pickup, if you are a fan of anything Commuter.. FPV Air 2 is definitely worth the price.
Not alot of bells and whistles. But the physics are the best ive encountered.. Robbery Bob: Man of Steal is really good. I first
found it on my iPad and I loved it.

+Good Price
+Very well done
+Nice Challenges
+Easy to play experience

This game is great but it would be better if it was multiplayer.
Level Eight AB did a great job on this stealth game. Nothing particularly special about this game, but it's relatable and even
gives guys like me(false)hope. First episode was fairly basic with a fantastic love interest. It went to♥♥♥♥♥♥in the second
episode. I was expecting a continuation of the budding romance between the characters, but the creators thought it'd be
interesting to test your love by throwing in some conflict in the form of a loli-esque, sadistic, tsundere with a sibling complex. I
didn't think that was clever and I wasn't even rewarded for trying to avoid the new character. All I wanted was to remain with
the main lover and that's all, but instead I got an annoying archetype and a bad ending. Still, I recommend the game because I
know some people get off to lolis and what not(ya sick bastards, yes I'm kink shaming), and when you take that away, a pleasant
experience remains.. A fantastic follow up to MotoGP 13. This will sure to please any fan of racing games and motogp.. While
it breaks my heart to say, I'm pretty sure this game's development is over. No updates in 6 months. Don't buy. :(
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The first Hearts of Iron was my introduction to the Grand Strategy genre and I've been hooked ever since. HO2 is the standard
by which I compare all other games in the genre and I have yet to see a game surpass it to this day including the two sequels.
The unit composition is rather basic and there are fewer resources to monitor compared to HO3 and HO4 which are two reasons
I prefer HO2 to HO3. The only problem is the game stopped working correctly a few months ago after an update for Windows
10 and no amount of reinstalls and deletions could fix it. I'll have to research common solutions to the problem I'm having.
Despite this Hearts of Iron 2 is my favorite game of all time up to this point.. I want my 5 dollars back.. Don't let this put you
off going to a real interview, kids. There's far fewer corridors of rusty machetes and the training videos don't always spring
stock footage of a shrivelled\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665out at you. Usually. Taco Bell are pretty infamous
for it.

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=pQo4ZR07KFY. the gaylords complaining about it's "edge" makes me love it even more.
WOW!
A playable Glitch with a titlescreen! I loved all the 10 Minutes I played.
And you can see surely the dev had a good half an hour of hard work to dev this gem.
I am just unsure about the price... should be much higher. Only 7 Euros make the game look a little bit cheapish.

Always thought it was just a rumor, that you can sell EVERYTHING to Steamcustomers. Till now.
Thumbtack, you are my personal hero! :). I am about halfway into the game and so far I love it, my only real complaint is that in
earlier games you could buy a house. I mean I know it wasnt really used for much but it still felt good to know that I have a
house and that my guy may someday retire.. I Shid My Pant. zero fun guaranteed. I've given it a thumbs up because it's not
broken, just lacks a lot of features which will hopefully be implemented in the near future. You can move around and interact
with the world but it's not really a game yet (but it's early access so that's to be expected).

What I'd like to see improved are things like:
- a world map
- a mini map/radar showing enemies/ore/ships
- automatic pick-up of ore or an ore magnet
- explanation of modules you can buy/find in the game
- please replace 'acquire' with 'pick up'
- water and poisenous fog sometimes rendered through trees and bushes
- obvious pop in of detailed
- health bars for enemies
- actualy seing enemies react when they get shot
- button to turn headlight on/off
- scrolling through weapons/gear with scroll wheel
- gamepad support
- more interaction with the environment like trees reacting when you shoot them, being able to enter and use tanks, being able to
climb ladders etc.
- you can walk on the water?! either kill the avatar and have him respawn or make the avatar swim through the water
- make it clear to which group I belong
- more diverse animal life

I like the way the game looks but it feels more like a tech demo right now then a functional game. I got this in an Indiegala
bundle so I didn't pay a lot. I would not have bought it otherwise in it's current state. I will get back to this in a couple of months
to see what has been improved.. mmm I'm not the smartest guy but I have watched previous tutorials of Dominic Qwek the
majority of his pipeline is rather straight from the imagination on these kinds of things, so with that being said minor knowledge
of zbrush is required ... I am now finally going to get to watch this :3
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